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Sub: System improvement on work contracts, recording and maintenance of 

measurement book and overlapping works. 

Ref: This office letter No. SG.CON.19, dated: 16.10.2020. 

Based on the observations of Vigilance department during an investigation of 

Contract Agreements, following system improvement measures are advised for strict 

compliance 
Measurement book should be recorded by the nominated supervisors and officers 

as per the nomination in the LOAs/Contracts. Practice of recording the 

measurements in measurement book by the measurement book recording officials 

based on the statements of executed quantities submitted by other officials should 

not allowed. In this regard, Para 10.3.3. ( of IRSEM may be referred which 

stipulates as follows: 

1. 

"Entries of the Measurements shall be made direct into the measurement book at 

site of the work in presence of the contractor or his agent. The copying of entries 

from a rough notebook or other record is forbidden". 

Instructions in this regard has already been issued vide letter under reference. 

2 In order to prevent the instances of manipulations in quantity recorded in 

measurement book by the nominated officials, the executed quantities to be 

recorded in words also. As per Para 10.3.3. (c) of IRSEM, "Entries shall be 

recorded continuously in measurement book. No blank pages shall be left. Any 

page left blank inadvertently shall be cancelled by diagonal lines drawn across the 
pages, the cancellation being attested." 

Sr.DSTEs/Dy.CSTEs to ensure the maintenance of register of Measurement Book 
in their offices duly indicating the movement of each Measurement Book. 

Movement of measurement book from one office to another in personal custody of 
a responsible person should be ensured with proper handing over taking over 

details. 

Accountal of materials supplied under schedule items of supply & 
installationlaying etc, should also be accounted in Store &inspected before using 
Such materials at site. For the materials directly supplied at site, entries about the 

acceptance of material must be ensured in the Site Inspection Register after 
inspection and acceptation of material and before its use. 



Released material from replacement Imodification work should be accounted in Store duly providing DMTR no. before recording the measurements of such schedule items related to releasing activities. For this purpose, a list of items to be released and deposited in Railway Store should be made jointly with the supervisors of executing agency, contractor and open line supervisors. 

5. 

In order to ensure that contractor has completed the work in all respect satisfactorily and the "Railway has no claim on contractor", completion certificate and no claim certificate should be signed by all the measurement book recording officials (i.e. SSEs & respective officers) before releasing the PG/SD as the case may be. This will be helpful to comply any defects/maintenance issues by the contract agency, if arise during the maintenance/warranty period of the contract, in section of all those SSEs who recorded the measurement book for that 

6. 

contract work. 

Divisions should plan the tenders of any work for the section of ongoing doubling/tripling 
RVNL/RITES/COREIConstruction/Project units for work like Quad/OFC laying 
new station/station modification works etc, so as to avoid duplicate works, multiple trenching etc. to avoid infructuous expenditure. 

7. 

works, carefully in coordination with 

Tender schedules having supply items, either under supply portion or under labor 
portion of the tender schedule, should have warranty period as decided by the 
executive. This will helpful to put the liability on the contract agencies for prompt 
response and repair/replacement of failed/defective items on priority after putting such items into use/in working condition. 

Inspection authority (whether RDSO/RITES/Consignee, as the case may be) should be mentioned invariably in tender schedule for allitems covered under, 
supply portion/supply and installation/commissioning in labor portion (e.g. supply and laying of Gl pipe, HDPE pipe, RCC route marker etc,) 
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These instructions must be communicated to all officers and supervisors under 
acknowledgement for necessary adoption and included in tender conditions of all future 
works. Action taken in this regard along with acknowledgement must be submitted to this 
office within a month. 

This issues with the approval of PCSTE. 

(fFHTRHrs) (AniNKmar Sanghi) 
TATTrRÉ (RTT)I CSTE /Project(HAG) 

forgatATaraftfA PCSTE 

Copy to 
1) SDGM for kind information please. 

2) CSTE/Con, CSTE/P-I, CSTE/P-II, CSE-, CSE-II & CCE for information and 
ensuring the compliance in their field. 
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